Installing your Custom Performance Enclosure for Polk Audio In-Wall Loudspeakers.

Parts included:
1 Performance Enclosure
4 Brackets
16 Screws
16 Washers
2 Anti-Resonance Pads
1 Wire Sealer

1. Attach brackets to Enclosure corners, top and bottom. Tighten one side flush. Keep the other loose for fit.

2. Attach the two Anti-Resonance Pads to the side of the Enclosure that will mount flush against the stud.

3. Drill wire hole in a convenient spot on the loose-bracket side of the Enclosure.

4. Feed pre-run speaker wire through hole and seal hole.

5. Place Enclosure in stud well flush with stud faces, and attach tightened brackets to stud.

6. Extend loose brackets to touch opposite stud, and attach. Then tighten to enclosure.

7. You are now ready to drywall, and then drop-in your Polk In-Wall Loudspeaker.

Questions? Contact Polk Audio 800-377-7655 or polks@polkaudio.com.